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MO MW AND JOHN R. RICEI
Abstract. This paper deals with one of the well known domain decomposition methods, the
collaborating PDE solvers approa.ch. A class of relaxers based on interface relaxation are described.
The convergence analysis is pleBen~ed, and the optimal relaxation pa.rameters are deLermined. This
analysia applies directly to probleJDs involving Laplace operators, DiricltJ.et boundary conditions, and
domains that can be decomposed into re<:ta..tlgles so that each interior corner belongs to '" rectangles
(i.e., interior corners axe ClOSS points). The discrelu:ation used in the analysis is a five-point sta.rl
finite difference& on tensor product meshes. The extensions of the analysis to more general problems
are discussed, the convergence can be established for more general operators (e.g., self-adjoint or
varying from Bubdomain to Iiubdomain), more general boundary conditions (e.g., mixed boundary
conditions), more general geometry, and more general discretizations. We are not able to expliciliy
solve for optimum relaxation paramelers for these extensions. Numerical results ate also reported.
We show that this is a very promising approach to solve complex PDEs on comple:c domains.
Key words. domain decomposition, interface re.laxation, optimal relaxation parameters, ileralive
methods, parLial dilE'erential equa~ions, paralle.l computation
AMS(MOS) subject dassific.atiow. 65N55, 65FIO, 65Y05
1. Introduction. This paper deals with one of the well known domain decompo-
sition methods, the collabora.ting PDE (partial differential equation) solvers a.pproach.
It applies to complex PDEs on complex: domains. It consists of the following basic
steps. (1) Decompose the entire domain into a collection of simply shaped subdomains.
(2) Identify interface conditions at the boundaries of the simple subdomains that the
overall PDE solution should satisfy. If the PDEs are solved on each simple subdomain
and the interface conditions are satisfied, then the whole problem is solved. (3) Obtain
PDE solvers that can solve the PDEs on the various simple subdomains. Different
solvers can be used on different subdomains. (4) Devise relaxation formulas that move
two neighboring PDE solutions toward satisfying the interface conditions. (5) Iterate
solving the PDEs in the simple subdomains and relaxing the interface conditions until
they are all satisfied.
While sharing many common merits with other domain decomposition methods,
such as the use of existing efficient PDE solvers for step 3 and inherent massive paral-
lelism, this approach has further attractions over other approaches. Most importantly,
it is very loosely globally-glued. No single PDE is imposed on the entire domain; no
PDEs are imposed on interfaces between subdomains; and no artificial. overlapping
is assumed among subdomains. We believe that this approach is a more reasonable
simulation of the real world. In fact, the physical world has no "global" controller,
it evolves by satisfying physical laws (PDEs) locally and by adjusting interfaces with
neighbors. Another attraction is that it uses the object-oriented philosophy. The
software modules for each simple domain can be encapsulated into an object that
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performs the tasks (e.g., displaying the domain, plotting its solution, solving its PDE,
and relaxing its interface along a boundary). This approach thus allows one to reuse
PDE solving software in an easy and natural way.
The challenge of this approach is to find relaxation formulas and iterations so the
solution is obtained rapidly. Many ideas can be applied to construct relaxers. For
example, as the extension of the claJiisical Schwarz method - alternate iteration with
overlapping (4), at each iteration the Dirichlet condition is imposed on one side of
an interface and the Neumann condition on the other side. Its convergence is proved
under some assumptions. Similarly, one can alternately impose the Dirichlet condition
and the Neumann condition on the interface at every other iteration. A more general
approach is to use a smoothing function to blend the solutions cross the interface by
adjusting the physical interface conditions. However, the convergence mechanism is, in
general, still not well understood for these relaxers. In order to explore this approach
more fully, a RELAX system has been built (2] that is a software platform and user
interface for creating complex problems and testing various relaxers. Experiments
show that this collaborating PDE solvers approach is very promising and works for
many relaxers and problems. Fig. 1.1 shows a physical heat flow problem that is
successfully solved by the RELAX system. The complex object consists of seven
simple subdomains with nine interfaces. The radiation conditions allow heat to leave
on the left and bottom while the temperature U is zero on all the other boundaries.
The mounting regions have heat dissipated. The interface conditions are continuity of
temperatuxe U and its derivative. Let U denote the temperature on "this" side of an
interface and Y the temperature on the "other" side. The relaxation formula used is
then
uo/rl. +yold
(1.1) Uncw = 2 +w(U~Irl. _ V:1d )
where w is a relaxation parameter. Fig. 1.2 shows the solution computed after 15
iterations.
This paper presents a convergence analysis for this collabora.ting PDE solvers ap-
proach. Under certain model problem aJii5umptions, the convergence can be proved for
a class of relaxers and for general composite geometric domains consisting of rectan-
gles. The optimal relaxation parameter is determined in some special cases.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes a general relaxation scheme.
Section 3 presents the relaxation for a simple situation which is analyzed in Section
4. Section 5 describes how the analysis is extended to more general cases. Numerical
results are reported on in Section 6. Finally, we give conclusions in Section 7.
2. Relaxation. Suppose that the complex domain n consists of k simply shaped
subdomains ill, n2, ... ,nk, with interfaces rij as the common boundary piece of ni
and nj, i.e., fij = ani nanj. Each subdomain obeys a physical law locally, Le., there
is a PDE L, and function U/ defined in each nl so that
(2.1) L/U/ = fl in n, for 1= 1,2, ... , k.
The entire problem satisfies certain boundary conditions on an with some given data.
Inside .0, the local solutions are glued together with certain interface conditions. More
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(2.2)
For example, for the continuity conditions of the global solution a.nd its normal deriva-
tive, (2.2) ta.kes the form
(2.3) (Ui - Uj)' + (~~ - aa~)' '" 0 on each fijo
For some physical phenomena. we might have different conditions to be sa.tisfied on
opposite sides of the interface so tha.t the interface conditions need not be symmetric,
i.e., we can have 9ij # gji. As mentioned in Section 1, there a.re ma.ny possible choices
for the relaxation. We consider the following class of relaxers. First, we consider only
stationary relaxers, those that use the same relaxation and PDE solution techniques
at every iteration. There are non-sta.tionary relaxers of serious interest, such as those
that alterna.te between sa.tisfying Neumann and Dirichlet conditions at the interfaces.
Second, we consider only relaxers that use values and derivatives of POE solutions
along the interlaces. That is. at each iteration a POE is solved for U, in il, and
the boundary values of U, and its derivatives are the input to the relaxers. Discrete
versions of the relaxers may involve such values on or near the interfaces.
We define this class of relaxers precisely as follows. Let I(l) be the indices of those
subdomains that are neighbors of subdomain l. Let the POE problem that is solved
on il, be
(2.4) on r'i for j E 1(1),
u,new satisfies the global. boundary conditions on an,
where Bli is a usual boundary condition operator and b'j is defined as part of the
relaxer as follows. Let Xrid be a vector of values which approximate UI and its
derivatives on r'j for j E 1(1). The length of the vector X is the number of derivatives
of U, used, it is normally 2 (using values a.nd normal derivatives of UI). Then a relazer
is a procedure that maps urtd , X,or for j € 1(1), x;ld for j E 1(1) into b'j. Clearly
the relaxer must incorporate some properties derived from (2.2) as its purpose is to
better satisfy this condition. While relaxers are usually simple formulas like (1.1), they
can also be complex procedures involving, for example, (a) solving special. ordinary
or partial. differential equations along the interfaces, or (b) using various least square
smoothing of functions along the interfaces.
When (2.4) is solved we obtain a set of solutions Urew for all subdomains for
hich . at --(U'= unew aur~VI aur·"') . 'ach r.. u:r .W I In gener ,g'J I 'i ' an 'an IS not zero .lor e IJ. ne Iterate
by relaxing condition (2.2) with the relaxer and solving (2.4). We solve the entire
problem by repeating this iteration until convergence.
In the remainder of this paper we consider rather simple relaxers and concentrate
on studying convergence for somewhat general domains il and POE operators L,. We
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believe that there are many and varied relaxers that are worthy of analysis and which
might be effective in certain applications. Note that this definition of relaxers makes
them domain-based and not interface-based. That is, the process of obtaining u,new
is not easily interpreted as applying some independent set of procedures along the
interfaces flj for j E /(1). Indeed, there might be interaction between different b'j
where, for example, two interfaces meet.
3. Matrix representation for a simple case. To be more specific and for the
sake of simplicity, let us assume that n is as in Fig. 3.1 and denote fi,i+1 simply by
fi. We present in Section 4 the convergence analysis for a special case where !1 is a
rectangle and describe in Section 5 on how the analysis can be extended to an even
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FIG. 3.2. A general ~tWlt dimen,ional" eompo,ile domain with inferior erou point, (marked 611
"circle,").
Furthermore, without loss of generality, we assume that the global soiution van·
ishes on an, and the interior interface condition is (2.3). Suppose we impose the
Dirichlet condition on each f,; for j E [(I) in (2.4). In our simplified notation, the so-
lutions on both sides of any interface fi ha.ve the same bounda.ry values on f i , denoted
by Xi, at each iteration. Equation (2.3) is then reduced to
(3.1)
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for i=1,2, ... ,k-1.
In. principle, one can apply any numerical method, such as finite differences, finite
elements, or collocation to solve the local PDE problem (2.4). The corresponding
discrete systems can be generally written as
(3.2)
{
A/unew = " + Po r xofd + Po r xo/df J, .. I_I 1-1 lo I ,
X8 fd == Xfld == 0
for I = l,2, ... ,k
where the matrices AI, Po"rl_1 and pohr. correspond to the discretization of the
PDE operator L/ in the interior and next to the boundary pieces TI_l and TI of the
subdomain il,. Here and from now on, without confusion, we do not distinguish the
notations for a continuous function and the vector of its discrete values.
After solving (3.2) to obtain {UrewJf=I' we want to relax the interface conditions
by adjusting the solution values on interfaces to better satisfy (3.1). Let {XrW }7::-l
denote the new interface values. The normal derivatives of the relaxed solutions on
both sides of ri can be approximated by the finite differences involving values on ri
and the discretization lines next to rio Denote these neighboring grid lines by rf. A
discrete approximation to (3.1) is then
(3.3)




jor i = 1,2, ... ,k -1,
where hf denote the corresponding spacings between ri and rr. Solving (3.3) for
Xrew we obtain
(3.4) jori=1,2, ... ,k-l,
with Qi = II:-"!"f and at = II:-":"f· As in general relaxation methods, one can further
introduce so~e ~elaxation par'am~ters or make use of Urew and Ul+er values on other
grid lines nearby ri or use previous values Xi'd,Ur'd, etc., in order to accelerate the
overall convergence. For example, one can define Xrw by
(3.5) Xi ew = wXild + (1 - w)(ai Urewlr :- +at Ur+~lrT)', ,
where w is a relaxation parameter. Recall that Xr ld == Urwlri == U;+flr; in the
present case. In general, we see that a linear relaxer can be expressed as
(3.6) for i = 1,2, ... ,k -1,
where <Pi is a linear combination of Urew or Ur+~ restricted to grid lines near to the
interface rj with certain weights. The choice of <Pi depends on the interface conditions
(2.2), the approximation accuracy of the finite differences to the normal derivatives,
the relaxa.tion techniques, and so on.
We may combine solving (3.2) for {U,new}f=l with (3.6) to obtain the matrix rep-
resentation of {XrW } in terms of {Xi/d}. The convergence analysis of the relaxation
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process is then reduced to the spectral analysis of the corresponding iteration matrix.
More specifically, suppose the 'Pi are defined by (3.5), a.nd denote Fr'_hO, and .?rhO,
the matrices corresponding to the linear operators that restrict the solution in nl to
the grid lines next to r,_1 and r" respectively. Then, from (3.5) and (3.2) we have
(3.7) WX~fd +(1 - w)acPr. n_A:-1(J' + Po. r. X~fd +Pr'. r_X~ld)
I I "'" I I ..._1 .-1 u",.
+(1 - w)a;Pri,Oi+l Aii\(/i+l + POi+I,riXrld + PO;+l.ri+l Xf~1)·
Introduce the vector j( = (X1,X2, ... ,XJ:_l) of interface values, then (3.7) can be
written in the matrix form
(3.8) j(new = Mxold + G
where (j is a constant vector corresponding to {If}, M = [Bi' Di' Gil is a (k-I)x (k-l)
block tridiagonal matrix with
for i = 1,2, ... ,k -1,
(3.9)
C, = (I-w)a;Pr;,o;+1Ail1Po'H,r,+1 fori= I, ... ,k-2.
Therefore, the convergence of the iteration with the interface relaxa.tion is equivalent
to
(3.10) p(M) < 1
where p(.) denotes the spectral radius.
4. Convergence analysis for a simple case. We now present the convergence
analysis for the class of relaxers described in Section 3. In this section we consider
the special case where n is a rectangle. In this case, the full spectrum of the matrix
M can be obtained by the Fourier analysis so that the convergence mechanism is
clearly understood. In addition, the optimal relaxa.tion parameter analysis can also be
performed directly. In the next section we prove the convergence for non-rectangular
cases by a different argument.
We start with some model problem assumptions. Let the PDE operators £1 be
Laplacian (-6.) in all subdomains, let the global solution and its normal derivative
be continuous on all interfaces. This is equivalent to solving the Poisson equation
on the entire domain n with the same boundary condition on an. Furthermore, we
assume that n is simply a rectangle and all subdomains in Fig. 3.1 have the same
size. Each subdomain is discretized by a uniform tensor product grid with m vertical
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and n horizontal interior grid lines and a spacing h. The PDE operator is discretized
by the 5-point-star finite differences, and the unknowns/equations are ordered using
the natural indexing. The assumptions and analysis can be generalized to a separable
and self-adjoint elliptic operator and a nonuniform grid. However, the analysis looks
much more complicated even using essentially the same techniques, see {3].
Under the model problem assumptions, we have A, := pA, for 1= 1,2, ... ,k,
where A = {-I,T.-I] is an m X m block tridiagonal matrix with T = [-1,4,-11
being an n X n tridiagonal matrix; h2PJ;,r._1 == Pr._I.OI == V T = [I,O" •• ,OlT and
h2P;{;,r, == Pe..o, == W T = [O, .. "O,I1T are 1 X m block matrices with I denoting the
n x n identity ma.trix; and, finally, ai ;; at = ~ for i = 1, .. " k - 1. Then, relations
(3.9) are reduced to
D - D, = w + (1;"}(VTA-IV +wTA-I W) fori=1,2, ... ,k-1
(4.1)
C - C, - BT+l = (1-",) VTA -1 W for i = 1,2, ... ,k- 2.,
LEMMA 4.1. The matrices D and C can be expressed as functions of the matrix
T as follows:
(4.2) D = d(T), C = c(T),
where the scalar functions d(t) and c(t) are defined as
(I-w)
28m _l(t)'
c(l) =d(l) = w + (1- w) (I _ "",(I) ),
2 'm-,(I)






Proof. Observe that the matrix S == T - V T A-IV - W T A-1W is the two-
subdomain Schur complement on the interface. From {I] we have
(4.5)
V T A-1W = ,-1 (T)m-l .
Lemma 4.1 then immediately follows. 0
LEMMA 4.2. The eigentJalues of the matrix M can be expressed as
8





(4.8) 2 4 · 2 J1rt;= + SIn 2(n+I) for j = I,2, ... ,n
are eigenvalues of the matrix T.
Proof. Let p(A) be the eigenpolynomial. of M and T = QTAQ be the eigendecom-
position ofT. Then from (4.2) we have
p(>.) = del(M - >.I)
= del[CT,D->.I,C]
(4.9) = del[e(T), d(T) - >.I, e(T)]
(del(Q))'('-l) del[e(A), d(A) - >.I, e(A)]
- (del( Q))2(k-l) m=l delle( t,), d(ti) - >., c(ti)]'
Thus, the eigenvalues of M are also the eigenvalues of the (k -1) x (k - 1) tridiagonal.
matrices [c(t;), d(t;), c(t;)] for i = 1,2, ... , n, which, in turn, can be expressed as
i~
(4.10) Ai; =d(t;) -2c(t;) cosT for i = I,2, ... ,k-I, i = I,2, ... ,n.
This, combined with (4.3), establishes Lemma. 4.2. 0
LEMMA 4.3. For any 1 ~ i ~ k - 1, 1 ~ i ~ nand m > I, we have
(4.11) 0<% < 2.
Proof. Observe tha.t t; = 11; + ,,;1, so % can be rewritten as
9
(4.12)
2(11jm - 11; + 11J cos ~ - cos ~)
qij = 1U(l1Jm - 1)
Because tj > 2, we ha.ve 1]; > 1 for j = 1,2, ... , n. Therefore, to prove qij > 0, it
suffices to show tha.t
(4.13) 112m - fJ2 +.,,2 cosy _ cosy> a fOI1]> 1
where 0 < y < 71". This follows by directly applying the standard calculus computa.tion
to verify tha.t the left hand side, as a. function of 11, and its first three derivatives are
increasing functions. Then a. check of the boundary values at 1] = 1 establishes (4.13).




"12m _ fJ2 +.,,2 cosy _ cosy < 77(.,,2m -1)
1J2m+! _112m +TJ2 _1]2 COS Y - 1] +cos y > o.
Inequality (4.15) then follows by the same argument as used for (4.13). This completes
the proof of Lemma. 4.3. 0
We are now at the position to prove the theorem on the convergence of the relax-
a.tion and to determine the optimal iteration pa.rameter for the class of relaxers. Let
W;;"f' W';pt be the optimal positive and negative iteration parameters, respectively, and
let ptPIl p,;"p~ be the corresponding values of p(M).
THEOREM 4.4. Let qrDJJJ:, = maxtj qij, and qmin = minij qij. Then we have
(4.16)(1) p(M) = w + (l~W)'Im=
max{lw+ (l;w)q=~I.lw+ (l;w)'l=inl}
for w?: 1,
for 0 ~ w:$ 1,
for w 5. o.
(2)







where the constant fa.ctor Ca,k depends on the number, k, of subdomains and the aspect
ratio, 0: = r;:, of each subdomain. The exact expression of Ca,k is given by (4.23) in
the following proof of the theorem.
Proof. From Lemma. 4.2 we have
(4.19)
(1- w)
p(M) = max Iw + 2 q;;I·
'"
If 0 ::; W :$; 1, recall tha.t qij > 0, we get
p(M) = max;;(w + (l;w)q;;)
(l-w)= W + 2 m3.X\j qij
= w + (1;"') qra,.u:.
If w ~ 1, we can rewrite (4.19) as
q" W
p(M) = "\),,1 ~ + 2"(2 - q;;)I·
Recall tha.t 0 < qij < 2 so we ha.ve
p(M)
::; ma.x;j (w + (1;",) qij)
w + (1;",) qmin.
If W $: 0, we can view w + (l;w) % as points on a linear function of q: y = w + (1;"') q.
So, the maximum is reached at one of the end points. That is,
11
(1- w)
p(M) = max{lw + 2 maxq;;I,
0'
(1 - w) .
Iw+ 2 =,nq;;I}·
0'
In fact, the formulas for w ~ 0 can also be viewed as two special cases of this general.
one. The proof of (4.16) is complete.
From (4.16), it is easy to see that
minw~lP(M) min.~l ("t" + ~(2 - q=in))
(4.20) = (-"t" + ~(2 - q=in)) 1.=1
l',
and
mino~w9 p{M) = minOS.S> ("l"- +~(2 - q~))
(4.21) ('.,.. +~(2 - q~)) 1.=0
= 'lmu.2 ,
which gives the first part of (4.17). Assume w :5 0, then to minimize max{[w +
(l;w)qm.a.:l:li lw + (l~tIo')qminJ} we know that w~f has to satisfy the following equation:
_ (1- w;;,,) _ (1- w;;'.)
IWgpt + 2 qmul = ]wClPt + 2 qminl·
Solving this equa.tion gives the second pa.rt of (4.17).




= 2 _ q~n+qm ... qmh.-4q"'i".
2(qmu: 'lmill)
Recall that qlJl4][ < 2, so (4.22) then implies that
P:-pt 2 2qRUL:ll: +2qmin - 4qm.in-> - = 1,
P;;pl 2(qmu: qmin)
which, plus the fact that P;t < 1, proves the first relation of (4.18). Observe that
qmu: corresponds to 77min, which, in turn, corresponds to tmin. Since tmin = 2 + O(h2 ),
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we have 7Jm.in = 1 + 6jn + O(h2 ) and 11~ = enlQ9 'lmiD = e5(1 + O(h)), where () is a
constant. We rewrite the expression (4.12) for qlD&X as
(
(CO'f-l)(~~-I))/
qlD&X = 2 1 + 2m 71m.in.
1]min - 1
Using the Taylor's expansion for it, we get
(
(C05f-l)(25h+O(h2))) 2
q- = 2 1 + (e" _ 1)(1 + O(h)) (1- 5h + O(h )),
which yields the second relation of (4.18) with
(4.23) (
2('O'f - 1) ),
Cok= , -1 v.
, eO - 1
Finally, denoting ~ = 2 - qmax and using (4.22), we have
(4.24)
Since qmin = O(h), it is easy to obtain the third relation of (4.18) from (4.24). The
proof of Theorem 4.4 is thu6 complete. 0
Theorem 4.4 states that the relaxation process diverges for all w 2:: 1, and converges
for 0 :s; w < 1 with the optimal positive parameter at w = 0, which corresponds to the
relaxation formula (1.1) with w = O. In other words, any nonnegative parameter w
with the use of the old values on interfaces does not accelerate the convergence at all.
However, using a negative parameter w may accelerate the convergence if the optimal
relaxation parameter is chosen properly. The relaxation formula (3.5) with w < 0 may
be viewed as an approxima.tion to the second order normal derivative condition on
each interface, instead of the first order. In addition, the optimal convergence rates
approach 1 linearly as the spacing h approa.ches 0, and the coefficient factors depend
On the number k of subdomains from the term cos I' and on the aspect ratio a of
each subdomain from the term (e50 _1)-1. These results agree with the convergence
behavior for most of the domain decomposition methods.
5. Convergence analysis for nonrectangular domains. This section ex-
tends the convergence analysis to nonrectangular domains as in Figures 3.1 and 3.2.
For the sake of simple notation, we first consider the case of Fig. 3.1 and then show
that the convergence theorem also holds for the case of Fig. 3.2.
We first notice that the linear operator relations (3.8) and (3.9) are true for the
case of Fig. 3.1 with proper matrix. representations for Frolo j , POj,ro, and At, as
we displa.y later on. To prove (3.10) for convergence, it suffices to show, using the
Rayleigh principle, that
13
(5.1) for a.lI X ¥ o.
One key idea. in OUI argument is to c.hange the natural interface-baaed analysis M
involved in (5.1) to the subdomain-based analysis, which then allows us to further
extend the convergence analysis to general composite geometric domains no ma.tter
how interfaces are related to subdomains. For simplicity of notation, from now on we
assume tha.t no relaxation pa.rameter is used, Le., W = 0; and a. uniform spacing h is
also used so that at == ai == ~.
LEMMA 5.1. With the convention that X o == Xk == 0, for the expression of the left
hand side of inequality (S.l) we have
(5.2)
with













Proof. The proof of Lemma 5.1 is done by simply using rela.tion (3.9) and re-
grouping terms in the summation for the expression of XTMX. This completes the
proof. 0
Let mj(ni) be the number of interior vertical (horizontal) grid lines in nil and let
Ij be the number of interior grid points on rj. We have
(5.5) Ij ~ nj for j = i-I and i,
because the interfaces ri_l and rj are parts of the vertical boundary pieces of nj.
Then for the 5-point star stencil, the four" pn opera.tors in M; have block. matrix rep-
resentations when ordered according to vertical grid lines and with "On corresponding
to a group of mj - 1 lines,
h2RT - Pri _ 1 ,Oi [H~_l'OlT,OJ,rj_l
(5.6)
h2PZ'. f· - Pri,O; [O,HGITj" ,
1.
where the ni x Ii matrix Hi,j has the form
(5.7) H . . = [ 0 ]I,' I.
J
for j = i-I, I-
with Ii being the Ii x Ij identity matrix.
LEMMA 5.2. For each subdomain Oi, we have
(5.8) p(M;) < 1, i = 1,2, ... ,k.
Proof. Let {A~I}a,'O denote the block at the position (a,p) in the corresponding
block partion of Ail, we ha.ve
(5.9)
M; [






:From Theorem 2.1 in [1], we can express Mi as
(5.10) M: _ [/;(T;) 9;(T,)], - 9,(T;) /,(T,) ,
where Tj = [-I,4,-I]n;xnp Ji(t) = Smi_l(t)/Sm,(t) and 9i(t) = l/sm;(t). Therefore,
the eigenvalues of Mi are given by
x,; = /,(t;) ± 9,(t;)
t; E a(T;).
Similar to the argument in the proof of Lemma 4.3, one can easily verify that
(5.11)
With the notations used in (5.7) and (5.9), we observe that Mj is simply the matrix
expanded from a principal subma.trix of Mi. So, we have
(5.12) o:s a(M,) < 1.
This is another key idea. that ena.bles the extension of the convergence analysis to cases
where an interface can be a portion of a vertical or horizontal boundary piece for a
subdomain. The proof of the lemma is thus complete. 0
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THEOREM 5.3. The relaxat1"on process converges in the case of Fig. 3.1. An upper
bound on the convergence rote is
(5.13) = max [P(M;) + P(M;+l)] .
p 1< '<,10-1 2-'-
Proof. From (5.3) and (5.12) we have
(5.14)
Substituting (5.14) into (5.2) for each Vj and regrouping the terms in the summation
in terms of interfaces, we obtain
(5.15)
o < iTMi < ~~-1 (p(M;l+p{Mj±1») XTX'
- 4.,.,3=1 2 J 3
< pXTX.
Using inequality (5.8), we have
(5.16)
This completes the proof. 0
p < 1.
We can extend Theorem 5.3 to the important more general case of Fig. 3.2 by
taking a closer look at the previous argument. If a subdomain OJ has both vertical and
horizontal interfaces as boundary pieces, we can obtain a partition of Mj similar to
(5.4) if we introduce for each direction z or y a matrix Mf or My. Correspondingly, the
binary form. Vi in (5.3) becomes a sum oftwo parts, one for each direction. Similarly,
we use for each. interface rij the notation
(5.17) p;; = {
p(Mf)+p(Mj),
p(M!l+p(MT),
if rij is a vertical interface
if rij is a horizontal interface.
THEOREM 5.4. The relazat1'on process also converges tn the case of Fig. 3.2. The
convergence rate is bounded above by
(5.18) p Ilf~Pii < 1.
0'
Proof. We notice that Fig. 3.2 extends Fig. 3.1 in three ways. First, both
vertical and horizontal interfaces may be present. Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 are then
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naturally extensible by using the previous observation with (5.17) and the eigenvalue
analysil5 for Mi'Z: and MY, respectively. Second, there may be au interface, say r 1 ,4'
that is a middle portion of a boundary piece of a subdomain. In this case, the H.
matrix defined in (5.7) may take the form [O,I;,O]T. However, it is easy to see that
this does not affect the argument in Lemma 5.2 to obtain (5.12). Finally, for the
interior "cross points" as marked by "circles" in Fig. 3.2, we note that they are, in
fact, not involved in the computation because the 5-point-start stencil does not use
these boundary corner points for the subdomains around them. This completes the
proof of Theorem 5.4. 0
For the record, we formally state the result that can be established using the same
line of argument as above.
COROLLARY 5.5. Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 remain trne for non-unifoM7l mesh spac-
ing and for w 'I- o.
We further comment on other possible extensions of the convergence analysis.
First, we note that the quantity Vi can be viewed as a. discrete approximation of a
boundary integral for the subdomain ni:
(5.19)
where the interface value function U,(s) == 0 on an n ani, i.e., the support of U,(s)
is only on the interior interfacesj Pi(Z,y) corresponds to a Poisson kernel. There are
many ways one may obtain an analog to relation (5.14), namely
(5.20) OS Vi S p(n,)IJU;II~n" with pen,) < 1,
using elliptic PDE theory. These usually involve a maximum-value principle for
more general PDE operators, geometric domains, non-tensor-product meshes, and
discretization methods. Then, the remaining argument for the convergence analysis
just follows trivially. Second, one may also extend the relaxation parameter analysis
to general cases although it is usually not feasible to obtain simple, explicit formulas
for the optimum parameters. Since the properties of individual subdomain problems
ma.y vary, one, however, has to apply different parameters to different interfaces. The
optimal parameter choice problem then becomes a multivariate linear programming
analysis.
6. Numerical experiments. In this section, we report on some experiments to
illustrate the convergence behavior of the relaxation process. The experiments are
performed under the model problem assumptions in Section 4.
Table 1 shows selected values for the optimal. parameter W;;t and its corresponding
convergence rate p;;-p,j and the convergence rate P~t corresponding to w~~ = O. Seven
cases are examined with various numbers, n, m and k, of the interior horizontal.
or vertical grid lines, and the subdomains, respectively. They reflect the changes
in spacing, aspect ratio and decomposition. The corresponding values for qmin and
qmll.X as defined in Theorem 4.4 are also listed that determine w;;e' P;;-pt and ptpt·
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TABLE 1
Sduter/ volue8 for the optimal parumeter W;I and the corre8pondin9 convergence rute P;;'I; and
the convergence rute P~I COI'T'e!pondin9 to w~. = O. Here n i8 ~he number of in/enar hori:ontal 9rid
line8 in each 8ubdomainj m i8 for the interior verti~l grid line8j and k i! the number of 8ubdomain8.
qmil1 and qm.. are the quantitie! defined in Theorem -l.-l that determine w;;.. P;;'. and P~r.
I pIC~e~ q. I q~ m~ opt opt ."
1 30 30 11 0.3438 1.825 - 1.18 0.809 0.913
2 50 50 11 0.3434 1.891 - 1.27 0.877 0.946
3 150 150 11 0.3432 1.962 1.36 0.955 0.981
4 30 30 21 0.3438 1.826 1.19 0.810 0.913
5 30 30 501 0.3438 1.826 - 1.19 0.810 0.913
6 50 30 11 0.3434 1.913 - 1.29 0.900 0.957
7 50 10 11 0.3434 1.959 1.36 0.952 0.980
8 50 2 11 0.0135 1.956 0.97 0.957 0.978
TABLE 2
Mw:imum error (em... ) after 25 iteru/ion! for !olving a Poiuon equation. The initial error i"
9.92-1. Variou. rela:ration parameter value. lor W are te/ted, indudin9 the optimum one, W;;'I =
-1.136.
I w II 1.200 1.136 1.000 0.500 0.000
I e~ II 6.237003 4.567003 1.275002 2.896 0.678
We observe that the convergence with W;'t is always faster than that with W~l =: o.
By checking cases 1 through 3, we see how the convergence is slowed down as the
spacing h decreases. Comparison of cases I, 4 and 5 shows that the convergence
is very insensitive to the number of subdomains, which is extremely important for
massively parallel computation. Finally, by checking cases 2, 6, 7 and 8, we see that
the convergence is also affected by the aspect ratio, min, of subdomains. Thus, very
thin or fa.t subdomaius are not recommended.
To investigate the convergence sensitivity to the choice of relaxation parame-
ter, we solve a Poisson equa.tion with Dirichlet condition on the rectangular domain
n = (1,4) X (0,1). The true solution is chosen as U(x, y) = x 2 + y2 so that no dis-
cretization error is present. The domain n is decomposed into three 5ubdomains with
interfaces at x = 2 and x = 3. A uniform grid, with n = m = 27, is used for each
subdomain. The theoretical values for W;'t, P;pt and P~t are -1.136, 0.766 and 0.89,
respectively. Various relaxation parameter values for w are examined to see the effect
on convergence. Table 2 lists the corresponding values for the maximum error, ern.a:o::,
on n after 25 iterations. The initial error is 9.924. We observe that the convergence
rate is not very sensitive to the accuracy of W;'t.
For comparison, we solve the same problem on a bigger domain n = (1,12) x (0,1)
with 11 unit square subdomains. In. this case, w;p~ = -1.139, P-;;pt = 0.775 and
ptpt = 0.89. The initial error is 121.9. With W;'t and wd;,t, the errors are reduced
a.fter 25 iterations to 0.290 and 8.487, respectively. We see that the convergence rates
remain about the same as the last example as the number of subdomains changes from
3 to 11.
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7. Conclusions. We have presented the convergence analysis for a class of relax-
ers based on the interface relaxation in collaborating PDE solvers. Optimal relaxation
parameters are determined theoretically under certain model problem assumptions.
Extensions to more general and complex CMes are discussed a.nd convergence of the
relaxation is proved. Both theoretical and experimental results show that the colla.b-
orating PDE solvers a.pproach is very promising to solve complex PDEs on complex
domains. It also a.llOW8 one to easily implement this approach using modern software
technologies, especia.lly on massively para.llel. computing environments.
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